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Methods

● Automated screening tool: “Barzooka”
● Screening was performed on 227.998 open-access manuscripts deposited in 

PubMed Central
● Trained to detect nine different types of graphs. (1) bar graphs showing 

counts or proportions, (2) bar graphs that are inappropriately used to display 
continuous data, (3) bar graphs combined with dot plots, (4) dot plots, (5) box 
plots, (6) histograms, and (7) violin plots

● Target: 1000 papers/ field/ year for 23 biomedical fields from 2010 to 2020
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Chart design recommendations
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Overall impression
● Nice paper that summarizes data visualization trends in biomedical 

research
● Overall, there seems to be a trend of more informative charts on the rise
● It is unclear, which interventions work well: 

○ Changing journal policies
○ Training editors and peer reviewers
○ Offering data visualization workshops and webinars
○ Manual or automated screening into the manuscript submission 

process
● Limitations: Study protocol not preregistered, open access articles may 

systematically differ from paywalled articles, “Follow-up analyses are 
needed to determine whether early trends suggestive of changes in 
visualization practices are sustained and represent true change”


